Mechanism-based analysis of enzyme inhibitors of amide bond hydrolysis.
Biochemical information regarding the mechanism of amide bond hydrolysis offers insight into the possible chemical groups in the enzyme active site responsible for hydrolysis. Assuming that these groups have a relatively fixed geometry in accord with their functional role, then their three-dimensional position in space can be determined if sufficient structural diversity exists within the data set of compounds with known affinities. Each compound which binds can be augmented by additional chemical groups to represent the receptor's functional groups. For each compound, the set of geometrical arrangements of these groups which would show optimal binding to the compound can be determined by systematic search. A common geometric arrangement representing the active site geometry should be present for each compound. In studies of the binding of mechanism-based inhibitors of chymotrypsin, Naruto et al. (1985) showed some movement of active site residues to accommodate different ligands. Nevertheless, this procedure found a unique active site geometry for ACE which compared favorably with that of carboxypeptidase A, an enzyme of analogous function.